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DataSlave Case Study 

Key features: 
 
• Simple yet  

powerful tool 
 
♦ Comprehensive set 

of over 100  
standard validate  
functions 

 
♦ Comprehensive set 

of over 35  
standard  
transformation 
functions 

 
• Support for a wide 

range of data 
sources including 
text files, Excel, 
Access, DataFlex, 
MySQL, ACT,  
Oracle, SQL 
Server, ODBC, OLE 
DB and many  
others 

 
• Extensible data 

migration features 
 
• Market-leading  

facilities and  
performance 

 

“Put simply DataSlave not only enables us to extract the data which 

previously was inaccessible, but it does it very well, and it is  

incredibly easy to use.  DataSlave was an easy choice due to its  
excellent value, and became the smart choice due to its feature rich 

nature”, Ross Harvey, Technical Manager, Counterpoint Systems Ltd. 
 

Counterpoint Systems Ltd 
 

Counterpoint Systems is the world leader in the provision of rights  

management and royalty processing software solutions to the entertainment 
and licensing industries. Counterpoint Systems is now in its 20th year. 

 
The Problem 

 

Counterpoint needs to move data from customers’ legacy systems into  
modern systems.  A number of routines already exist, but Counterpoint  

required support for a wider range of data sources and greater facilities to 
manipulate data and address data quality issues. 

 
Why DataSlave? 

 

Counterpoint reviewed a number for tools available in the market before  
selecting DataSlave for its comprehensive set of facilities and outstanding 

value for money. 
 

Counterpoint utilises the DataSlave software to provide extract support for 

data types that aren’t easily accessible and in particular DataFlex.  It provides 
the ability to easily extract and manipulate data, essentially becoming the 

glue that binds the in-house conversion routines together. 
 

 
The simple approach to data migration has minimised the time 

taken by staff to handle data quality issues. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Baycastle Software Ltd uses the latest Microsoft® technology to build 1st class software tools 
and utilities for real businesses. Baycastle products are simple to use and give our customers 
access to levels of productivity never seen before.  
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